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1. Introduction to the Course, 
expectations, prerequisites, assessment 
details, and policies. 
2. Introduction to Macroeconomic Actors 
1: Households and Firms.
3. Introduction to Macroeconomic Actors 
2: Banks, Central Banks. 
4. Introduction to Macroeconomic Actors 
2: The Government. 
5. Measuring the Macroeconomy 1: 
stocks and flows, flows and stocks.
Lecture 6. Measuring the Macroeconomy 
2: The Balance sheet
Lecture 7. Measuring the Macroeconomy 
3: Measuring Growth and Distribution
Lecture 8. Open economy considerations: 
current account imbalances 
Lecture 9. Finance and Macroeconomics: 
Banking and Arbitrage.
Lecture 10. Finance and 
Macroeconomics: Leverage, Liquidity, 
Solvency.
Lecture 11. Banking and 

Macroeconomics: Crisis, insolvency, credit 
driven collapses.
Lecture 12. Housing markets and how 
they drive the business cycle.
Lecture 14. Growth and Development: 
Institutions, Ideas, and Change
Lecture 15. Models of long run economic 
growth 1: Solow/Romer
Lecture 16. Models of long run economic 
growth 2: Kaldor/Verdoorn
Lecture 17. Growth and trade in economic 
development.
Lecture 18. Income distribution and 
aggregate demand
Lecture 19. Income inequality: 
measurement and change
Lecture 20. Fiscal Policy in normal times.
Lecture 21. Fiscal Policy in liquidity and 
debt-deflation traps.
Lecture 22. Monetary policy in normal 
times. 
Lecture 23. Monetary policy in liquidity 
and debt-deflation traps.
Lecture 24. Concluding Remarks. 




Economics for Business!
Lecture 1!

Introduction to the Module & the 
relevance of economics after the 

crash.





Aims of this Module!
Builds on and deepens on your 1st Year Modules 
in Micro/Macro. Assumes knowledge from these 
modules. 
Shows alternative interpretations to economic 
problems as well as mainstream view points
Looks at case studies, readings, and data to 
explain economic phenomena.
Highly interactive lectures and tutorials assumed. 
Text in lectures to 086 067 6489, tweet to 
@stephenkinsella




What I want you to learn!
Economics is an event-driven, ideological 
conversation. It is not a science, it is a mess.
It is however a beautiful mess with great 
potential.
Stocks and Flows and balance sheets matter 
most in macroeconomics.
Economic history is also very important.
So is reading great books and writing down your 
thoughts. 
Writing is structured thinking. So you will do it.




How you will learn in this module!

Interactive lectures. I teach, ask questions, you 
answer them using phones/tweets/etc. Learn by 
discussing with your peers as much as with me. 
Good craic as well. 
Case studies & Discussion-rich tutorials. Look at 
real economic events in tutorials, think & write 
about them. 
Reading great books. You’ll write a book review 
of one book.
Studying your arse off for final exam which will 
force you to think about what you know. 




Assessment!
25% Written answers to questions in tutorials 
based on case studies. 7 case studies, all 
mandatory, top 5 marks taken.
25% Book Review. 8-10 page review of:

Nassim Taleb, Fooled by Randomness
John Gray, False Dawn
EF Schumacher, Small is Beautiful

50% Final Exam end of semester. Sample 
exam out week 10. 



Module Features!
No textbook. Notes available at beginning of each week at 
www.stephenkinsella.net. 

Useful secondary material: 
 Kinsella & Leddin, Understanding Ireland’s 

Economic Crisis
 Kinsella, QuickWin Economics
 Any Macroeconomic textbook

Go through case studies, data, & theories in lectures, 
discuss them in tutorials.
Focus is Europe & World Economy, not just Ireland.
Relevance of theory to data & real world is emphasized. 



Other Boring Admin Stuff!
Course page on http://stephenkinsella.net
Code, Datasets, Lecture notes, etc, up there. 
Plagiarism. Don’t do it. Really.
My office hours: Wednesday 9-11am. I’m pretty rigid 
about that. Email. ec4004support@ul.ie
Teaching Assistants
Ms. mary.carey@ul.ie, office hours 2-4 Mondays.
Mr juan.m.covarrubias@ul.ie, office hours 10-12 Mondays.
Mr. Paul.smyth@ul.ie, office hours 11-1 Mondays. (EC4913 
contact)
Dr. Prudence Kwenda, office hours 10-12 Mondays.



Flexible Learning Students "!
3 Tutorials, case studies and reports as 
normal by email to: Mr Paul Smyth, 
paul.smyth@ul.ie




Themes we will explore:!



Households,	  Firms,	  Banks,	  
Central	  Banks,	  expecta8ons	  

&	  informa8on	  

Measuring	  
the	  macro	  
economy:	  
stocks	  and	  

flows	   Income,	  
Saving,	  

Distribu8on	  

Inequality	  and	  
Unemployment	  

Finance	  &	  the	  
Macroeconomy	  

Fiscal	  &	  
Monetary	  
Policy	  

Cycles	  and	  
Crises	  

Time	  



Pedagogy!
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Ireland/EU	  
Data	  
Models	  &	  
Predic8ons	  
Crisis	  &	  
Collapse	  



086 067 6489/@stephenkinsella!
!

Questions?



Is economics still relevant?!
The ‘Great Divide’ in economics: theory & 
practice. Op-Ed by Mark Thoma:

“How much confidence would you have in 

the medical profession if the teaching faculty 
in medical schools had very little experience 
actually treating patients, and very little 
connection to – even a lack of respect for – 
the practitioners in the field?”

Mark	  Thoma,	  hSp://reut.rs/qpISue	  



Response 1: James Hamilton !
Pockets of change: 
“credibility revolution in econometrics, which is 
grounded in convincingly developing the 
connection between data, experiments, and 
policy advice. University of Chicago 
Professor Chad Syverson’s detailed studies of 
the ready-mix concrete industry are a breath of 
fresh air, as are Berkeley professor Severin 
Borenstein’s research on airlines and electricity 
and Brandeis Professor George Hall and 
colleagues’work on autos and steel.”



Response 2: Dean Baker!
Bad economists should be fired. 

“I see zero accountability for bad performance within 
economics either among those who write about it as 
academics or for those who practice it in business and 
government. This is very clear as we seem doomed to spend 
a decade or more digging out of the wreckage of the housing 
bubble. Instead of trying to hold people at the Fed, in the 
Bush administration, at the regulatory agencies, at Fannie 
and Freddie accountable, the refrain “who could have 
known” is used as a collective alibi. Holding economists 
accountable for this policy failure of monumental proportions 
is seen as just plain vindictive.”



Is economics still relevant?!
Yes
No
Not really, but…
Yes but…


086 067 6489/@stephenkinsella!
!



Problems with Economics!
Failed to predict or marshal a response to 2007
—20XX crisis. 
Too little attention paid to institutions & 
psychology.
Too much attention paid to maths & modeling.
Empirical side neglected. 
Insights still there though-Karl Whelan, Morgan 
Kelly, Constantin Gurdgiev, et al, in Irish Case. 
Show it can be relevant. 
If economists speak truth to power. 


See	  Gurdgiev	  et	  al,	  2011,	  Three	  Strikes	  and	  You’re	  out	  hSp://bit.ly/rhxtSp	  


